Q1 As per the journal style, we have separated the keywords by comma. Is the first keyword ‘varieties of capitalism’?

Q2 The following references are cited in the text but not found in the reference list. Please add the following references to the list with all publication details: Aoki (2001), Deakin (2006), Sims, (2002), Freedland (2003).

Q3 As Djankov et al. had been cited with 2003 as year of publication, we have cited both the references (2003a and 2003b). Similarly, where Hay and Craven (2004) was cited, we have cited both the references. Is this OK?

Q4 To match the reference list, the year of publication has been changed in the following reference citations. Please check whether appropriate references have been cited: Levine (1997), Braendle (2006), Spamann (2006), Legrand (1999), Simon (1954), Chanock (2004), Fagernäs et al. (2008).

Q5 Is the usage of ‘the low countries’ OK in the sentence ‘French civil law systems’?

Q6 Please confirm that edit of the sentence ‘Thus a ‘self-dealing index…’ is acceptable.

Q7 The sentence ‘How far this also…’ seems unclear. Please adjust if necessary.


Q9 Please update the following references with the latest publication details: Armour et al. (2008), Deakin and Sarkar (2008), Djankov et al. (2008), Siems (2008).

Q10 Roe (2003) is found in the list but not cited. Please cite.